DataPort DP27
Any computer you want
The DP27 frame has the same dimensions as an optical disk drive, fitting into nearly all workstations,
desktops, and many laptops. And with the DP27 Dock, you can directly attach your removable drive
externally with a conventional USB connection.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Rugged and reliable

CRU’s removable drives are all designed to the
highest standards. The DataPort DP27 has an all-metal
construction, and is warrantied for heavy use – up to
50,000 drive insertions!

Slimline design

With the same dimensions as many optical drives, the
DP27 fits into 9.5mm slimline optical bays (meeting
the standard SFF-8552, rev 1.4 specifications) such
as those found in small form factor desktops, laptops,
and workstations.

Drives and speeds

Use any capacity 2.5” low profile (7mm height) SATA
hard drives or SSDs. And with 6G SATA speeds, data
transfer is fast and efficient.

Lockable and secure

The DP27 is available with a keylock release to secure
the drive carrier and its data.

Warranty

The DP27 comes with a 5-year limited warranty,
as well as free, US-based technical support for the
lifetime of the product.

REMOVABLE DRIVE FOR 9.5MM OPTICAL BAYS

Millions installed
CRU’s removable drives are the de facto industry standard for transporting and
securing large volumes of data. Used by government agencies and businesses, our
removables are incorporated into workstations, PCs, laptops, and other computing
devices. CRU removables are also relied upon by Hollywood to deliver their movies
to cinemas around the world. CRU is proud to be the exclusive supplier of factoryintegrated removable drives to HP.

5.08” W x 5.04” L x 0.37” H
129mm W x 128mm L x 9.5mm H
Weight (no drive): 0.50 lbs. (0.23 kg)

CRU PART #*

DESCRIPTION

8271-6409-8500

DP27 carrier (universal)

FOR FLAT BEZELED COMPUTERS
8270-6406-8500
8270-6409-8500

DP27 (keylock release, frame + carrier)
DP27 (push release, frame + carrier)

FOR HP PROBOOK LAPTOPS, HP OEM LABELING
8270-6462-8500
8270-6463-8500

DP27 for ProBook 640
(keylock release, frame + carrier)
DP27 for ProBook 650
(keylock release, frame + carrier)

FOR HP PROBOOK LAPTOPS, STANDARD CRU LABELING
8270-6472-8500
8270-6473-8500

DP27 for ProBook 640
(keylock release, frame + carrier)
DP27 for ProBook 650
(keylock release, frame + carrier)

*Contact your CRU sales rep for additional part numbers
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Optional keylock for additional security
There are two different frames for the DP27: one with a push button
release, and another with a lock and key release. For the safety and
security conscious, the locked version adds peace of mind.

Ideal for HP laptops
The DP27 frame can be configured with alternate bezels to fit seemlessly into HP laptops, such as the HP ProBook 640 and 650. The
DP27 combines the speed and reliability of an internal drive with the
ease of an external drive. This makes it easy to secure sensitive data
without locking up the entire device.

One of many removables for HP
In addition to the DP27 for optical bays, CRU offers removable drives
for a variety of form factors. For workstations or desktops with 5.25”
drive bays, the DataPort DP10 and Data Express DX115 are industry
standards, and the DataPort DP25 for 3.5” drive bays is commonly
used in workstations worldwide.

